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definite force. • From this merging of the empirical or applied
theory with the way of envisaging the event arises the constant
confusing of ' energy' with ' force'. Similarly, the
psychological concept of energy is not a pure concept, but also
a concrete and applied concept, that appears in the form
of sexual, vital, mental, moral ' energy'; in other words
it appears in the form of instinct, the undeniably dynamic
nature of which justifies us in a conceptual parallelism with
physical forces.
Through the application of the pure concept to the material
of experience, there necessarily enters into the concept a
concretized or illustrative content, so that it appears as if a
substance had been posited. This, for example, is the case
in the concept of physical ether, which, although a concept,
is treated exactly as if it were a substance. This confusion
is unavoidable, since we are incapable of imagining a quantum
unless it be a quantum of something. This something is the
substance. Therefore every applied concept is unavoidably
hypostasized, even against our will, and yet we must never
forget that what we are dealing with is still a concept.
I have advocated calling the energy-concept used in
analytical psychology by the name ' libido'. The choice of
the word may not'be ideal in some ways, yet it seems to me
that this concept merits the name libido as a matter of
historical justice; for Freud was the first to follow out these
actual, dynamic, psychological relations, presenting them
coherently, and making use of this apt term libido, albeit
with a specifically sexual definition that corresponded to
his general starting-point, which was sexuality. Together with
' libido' Freud used the expression ' instinct' (for example,
the ' ego-instinct'), and ' psychic energy' (in The Interpreta-
tion of Dreams). Since Freud confines himself exclusively
to sexuality and its manifold ramifications in the .mind,
the sexual definition of energy as a specific instinctive force
is quite sufficient for his purpose. In a general psychological
theory, however, it is impossible to use sexuality, that is, one

